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Letter of Recommendation
TEVA is a global lsraeli pharmaceutical company which is among the leading manufacturers of
pharmaceutical products. The group operates in more than 70 countries.
Ratiopharm GmbH, one of the leading manufacturers and suppliers of generic pharmaceuticals
on the German market, is part of the TEVA group.
Our group repeatedly commissioned the company AP Fachübersetzungen with the interpretation

of various audits which were carried out over the span of several days by the Russian Ministry
for Industry and Commerce as well as the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Belarus.
Mr Alexander Podarewski, the managing director of AP Fachübersetzungen, is a native speaker

of the German as well as the Russian language. Therefore, he was able to simultaneously
interpret between the two languages at all times. Since he specialises in medicine, among other
things, he was also familiar with pharmacological terminology and was able to quickly interpret
complex pharmaceutical issues without difficulty.

He has always made a very good choice when selecting additional specialist interpreters to join
the interpreting team.
Interpretation was provided in the following areas, among others: manufacturing and weighing of
raw and auxiliary materials, active agents, production, filling, packaging, storage and transport of

medicine, incoming and outgoing deliveries, sampling, ventilation and air conditioning, water
treatment, hygiene, operation and maintenance of various systems in the laboratory and

production, validation of processes and methods, microbiological test procedures, chemical
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analyses, supplier management, staff training, work with documents, standard operating
procedures (SOPs), quality and risk management, quality control and product release.
Mr Podarewski and his team distinguished themselves with their extremely professional conduct
at our company.

ln addition to his expertise, Mr Podarewski also left a good impression with his very pleasant
interaction in the communication between the different parties, even in difficult interpreting
situations.

We will use the company AP Fachübersetzungen again for further interpreting services and are
happy to recommend them.
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i.V. DrFlelmut Gaden
Head of Quality Operations

